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EQUIVARIANT VECTOR FIELDS ON SPHERES

BY

UNNI NAMBOODIRI1

Abstract. We address the following question: If G is a compact Lie group and

S(M) is the unit sphere of an R[G]-module M, then how many orthonormal

G-invariant vector fields can be found on S(M)1 We call this number the G-field

number of M.

Under reasonable hypotheses on M, we reduce this question to determining when

the difference of two G-vector bundles vanishes in a certain subquotient of the

AfOc-theory of a real projective space. In this general setting, we solve the problem

for 2-groups, for odd-order groups, and for abelian groups. If M also has "enough"

orbit types (for example, all of them), then we solve the problem for arbitrary finite

groups. We also show that under mild hypotheses on M, the G-field number depends

only on the dimensions of the fixed point sets of M.
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Introduction. In 1940 Hopf [14], and later Eckmann [9], observed that a theorem

of Hurwitz and Radon could be used to construct orthonormal vector fields on

spheres. They showed that if rt — (2a + l)2c+4d, where 0 < c < 3, then p(n) — 1

orthonormal vector fields can be constructed on S"~x, where p(n) = &d + 2C is the

wth Hurwitz-Radon number. Twenty years later, Adams [1] showed that this was

best possible; there do not exist p(n) orthonormal vector fields on S"~x. The

purpose of this paper is to address the following question.

If G is a compact Lie group, and S(M) is the unit sphere of a real G-module M,

then how many orthonormal G-invariant vector fields (or G-fields) can be found on

S(M)1

We shall call this number the G-field number of M.

Previous work has been done on this problem by Becker [6]. He deals with the

case in which G is finite and acts freely on S(M). He shows that, under mild

hypotheses, the G-field number of M depends only on G and the real dimension of

M. He also shows that it coincides with the 2-field number of M where 2 is any

2-Sylow subgroup of G.
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Such behaviour will not occur if G does not act freely on S(M), for essentially

obvious reasons. Observe that the G-field number of a G-module M is almost always

smaller than its nonequivariant vector field number. The existence of k G-fields on

S(M) clearly implies the existence of k orthonormal vector fields on each fixed point

set, S(MH). Thus there can be no more than minH<G (p(dim MH) — 1} G-fields on

S(M), a number that is smaller, in general, than the nonequivariant vector field

number p(dim M ) — 1. In particular, if G has odd order, the G-field number of M

will generally be smaller than the 2-field number. We can also see from the

discussion above that the G-field number cannot depend only on the dimension of

the representation. This, however, raises a natural question.

Does the G-field number of M depend only on the dimensions of the fixed point

sets of Ml

Surprisingly, the answer is yes—at least for all the cases we treat; if G is finite and

M and N are G-modules such that dim MH = dim NH for each H < G, then, under

certain hypotheses, the G-field numbers of M and N coincide. These hypotheses are

probably not necessary. Except for some low-dimensional counterexamples—Sjerve

[25] has constructed some if dim M = 8—this should be true for all finite groups.

In our calculations, we will, as did Becker, follow the program used to prove the

nonequivariant result.

In his proof, Adams relied on the earlier work of Atiyah [3] and James [16] who,

using Spanier-Whitehead duality, reduced the vector field problem to a question of

whether or not a certain pair of sphere bundles were fibre homotopy equivalent.

This, in turn, was equivalent to a certain stunted projective space being coreducible.

Adams proceeded to show that it was not, thereby completing his solution.

With some care, the reduction of Atiyah and James can be generalized to the

equivariant case. However, we instead make use of a paper by Woodward [29] in

which he accomplishes the Atiyah-James reduction without using duality theory.

This reduction is simple enough to generalize painlessly to the equivariant case, to

show that the G-vector field problem is equivalent to the question of whether or not

two G-sphere bundles are fibre G-homotopy equivalent. In particular, we recover

Theorem 2.2 of [6].

If dim MG satisfies some mild conditions, we will show that this problem is in

turn equivalent to a stable question. Does the difference of the two G-sphere bundles

vanish in a certain subquotient of the KOc-theory of a real projective space? We then

use equivariant homotopy theory to determine when this happens. Since this

subquotient is related to /0G-theory (in fact is equal to it if M contains all orbit

types), we can compute it when G is finite by modifying the techniques of torn Dieck

[7] and McClure [21]. Unfortunately, some technical difficulties arise which involve

the number of orbit types in M. Thus if G is an arbitrary finite group, we solve the

problem only if M has "enough" orbit types. This restriction is probably not

necessary, as our calculations for abelian groups suggest. We also obtain much

sharper results for 2-groups and odd-order groups. Our results on the dependence of

the G-field number only on the dimensions of the fixed point sets are corollaries of

these calculations.
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In order to state our main results, we introduce some terminology. If « is a

positive integer written as (2a + l)2c+4i/, where a, d > 0 and 0 < c < 3, we define

three functions a, ß and y by the following formulas:

a(n) = 8d+2c- 1 =p(n) - 1,

ß(n) = %d+2c+ 1,

%d + c + 3    if c ¥=3,

We will also employ the function

Dim(l,G):RO(G)^  ]\  Z
H<G

defined by Dim(Ar, G) = (dim X").

If AÍ and V are G-modules and V is irreducible, we say that the coefficient of V in

M is the number of copies of V in M. We say that F is of type R if its endomorphism

algebra is R. We say that M is of type R, if it is a sum of type R irreducibles. We

define type C and type H G-modules similarly.

To state our main results for a 2-group G, we consider the action of the Adams

operation \p3 on Irr(G), the set of irreducible jR(G)-modules. Since 3 is prime to the

order of G, \p3 permutes the irreducibles, preserving their types (see Lemma 6.1). Let

0,,... ,0r denote the type R orbits, let 0r+1,... ,6r+s denote the type C orbits, and let

0r+J+1,. •. ßr+s+, denote the type H orbits.

Theorem A. Let G be a 2-group and let M be a G-module. Let a¡ be the sum of the

coefficients in M of all the irreducibles comprising 0,. Let wx(M), w2(M), and w3(M)

be the greatest common divisors of [ax,. . . ,ar}, {ar+x,. . . ,ar+s}, and

[ar+s+ „... ,ar+s+,}, respectively. Define

8(M) = mm{a(wx(M)),ß(w2(M)),y(w3(M))}.

If dim MG > max{3,2(8(M) + I)} then the G-field number of M is 8(M).

Theorem B. Let G be a 2-group and let M be a G-module such that dim MG >

max{3,2(o(M) + 1)}. Let N be another G-module such that Dim(M, G) =

Dim(Ar, G). Then the G-field numbers for M and N coincide.

Our main result for odd-order groups is as follows.

Theorem C. Let G be of odd order and let M be a G-module. Let a(M) —

minH<G{a(dimMH)}. If dim MG > max{3,2(a(M) + 1)} then the G-field number

of M is a(M).

In order to state our main results for finite groups we require the notion of an

"excisive universe".

If W is a G-module, let W°° be the direct sum of infinitely many copies of W. If

[W^ is a collection of G-modules containing the trivial G-module, we say that the

space ©; W,00, topologized as the colimit of its finite-dimensional subspaces, is a

universe.
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Given a G-module M, there is a certain universe—not the obvious one—that can

be associated to it, which we call ^(M). If Gll(M) has "enough" orbit types (for

example, all of them), then we say that %(M) is an excisive universe. We will make

this definition precise in §8. To streamline our notation, we will write WH for the

quotient NC(H)/H when H < G.

We are now ready to state Theorems D and E, our main results for arbitrary finite

groups. Theorem D reduces the computation of the G-field number of M to

computations for certain subquotients of G. These subquotients are 2-groups, hence

can be dealt with by applying Theorem A. Theorem E is an immediate consequence

of Theorems B and D.

Theorem D. Let G be a finite group and let M be a G-module such that 6li(M) is an

excisive universe. Let $(2) = {H < G | order of WH is odd}, let H2 be the smallest

normal subgroup of H with 2-primary index, and let

H(M)=   min   {H/H2-fieldnumberofMHA.
ff€<f(2)

// dim MG > max{3,2(¡i(M) + 1)}, then the G-field number of M is ¡x(M).

Theorem E. Let G be finite and let M be a G-module such that %( M) is an excisive

universe and dim MG > max{3,2((i(M) + I)}. Let N be a G-module such that

Dim(M, G) = Dim(/Y, G). Then the G-field numbers of M and N coincide.

Our final result deals with abelian groups and, once again, we need some

terminology in order to state it.

If G is abelian, then every irreducible G-module V has a unique isotropy subgroup

H. We say that V is of type I if dim V = 1, that V is of type II if dim V = 2 and if

Z/4Z is not a subgroup of G/H, and that V is of type III if dim V = 2 and Z/4Z is

a subgroup of G/H. Let [Lx,... ,Lr], {/,,... ,JS}, and [Kx,... ,K,}, respectively, be

the sets of isotropy groups of type I, type II, and type III irreducibles. Now suppose

given a G-module M. Then M can be written as a sum Mx® • • • ®Mr+s+t where

each irreducible of M¡ has isotropy type Li if 1 < / < r, Ji_r if r + 1 </</• + s, and

K¡-tr+s) if r + s + 1 < i < r + s + t. Let b¡ be the number of irreducible summands

in a decomposition of M,. Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem F. Suppose G is abelian and M is a G-module such that dim M¡ ¥= 8 for

each i. Let kx(M) and k2(M), respectively, be the greatest common divisors of

[bx,... ,br,2br+x,... ,2br+s} and [br+s+x,... ,br+s+t}. Then the G-field number of M

is

min{a(kx(M)),ß(k2(M))}.

It is interesting to note the variety of results in these cases. Since a(n) — p(n) — 1,

a(M) = min//<c{p(dim MH) — I}. Thus odd-order groups admit as many G-fields

as can reasonably be expected. By contrast, 2-groups generally admit a far smaller

number.

We will prove these results using somewhat different methods. The proof of

Theorem A, the most interesting case, involves torn Dieck's calculations in [7] of the

/»-local 7Gc-theory for /»-groups. The proofs of Theorems C and D use the techniques
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of McClure [21], who reduces JOc calculations to /»-local calculations for appropriate

/»-groups. Using representation theory, one can deduce Theorem B from Theorem A.

Theorem F can be made to follow from Becker's calculations in [6] and Theorem A

once we know from Theorem D what the answer ought to be.

We remark that our hypotheses on dim MG are not as onerous as they seem. If

dim MG > 0, they will be satisfied in all but some low-dimensional cases. In fact, as

long as dim MG > 0, our results can be used to give a good upper bound on the

G-field number of M. Observe that if N is the direct sum of t copies of M then S(N)

is the join of / copies of S(M). Further, any G-field v on S(M) can be represented

by a G-map v: S(M) -» S(M) such that v(x) A. x for all x E S(M). Thus, given k

orthonormal G-fields on S(M), taking the /-fold join of each of them yields k

G-fields on S(N). Hence the G-field number of M is no larger than that of N. Now

suppose, for example, that G is a 2-group. If t is taken to be large, N will satisfy the

hypotheses of Theorem A. Since the functions a, ß, and y depend only on the

2-primary part of their input, the functions a(wx(!)), ß(w2(l)), and y(w3(t)) will agree

on M and N if t is odd. Thus the G-field number for M can be no larger than 8(M).

Similar arguments work for Theorems C and E.

One significant difference between our approach and the classical one is that we

do not explicitly construct the required number of G-fields on S(M). (In fact, if we

were able to do so, we would only require that dim MG > 0 in our results.)

Generalizations of the standard methods for constructing orthonormal vector fields

do not give sufficiently many examples. The simplest such method is to observe that

R" is a module over the Clifford algebra C(n)_,. Multiplication by the standard

algebra generators of Cp(n)_, produces linear automorphisms of R". Restricting these

maps to S"~x gives the vector fields. (See [15,11.8.1] for details.) In our generaliza-

tion of this procedure we construct G-fields from G-automorphisms of M. Very

often, however, our method yields fewer G-fields than the G-field number. In any

case, since the G-field number depends only on the dimensions of the fixed point

sets and since the group of G-automorphisms of M is more intimately connected

with M, it seems unreasonable to expect that all the G-fields arise from restrictions

of G-automorphisms. Some of them will probably be nonlinear.

The layout of this paper is as follows. In §1 we describe the notations and

conventions we will use. In §2 we prove the G-Whitehead and G-Freudenthal

suspension theorems in suitable generality for our purposes. In §3 we reduce the

G-field problem to a question about G-sphere bundles. In §4 we prove some general

results about desuspending fibre G-homotopy equivalences between G-sphere bun-

dles. We use them in §5 to reduce the general G-field problem to a "stable" one.

(Our notion of stability is not quite the usual one.) We also introduce the subquo-

tients of A"Oc-theory mentioned earlier and reformulate the preceding results.

Throughout the first 5 sections G is to be an arbitrary compact Lie group. In §6 we

prove Theorem A and in §7 we prove Theorem B. In §8 we introduce the Burnside

ring of a general universe and discuss its behaviour relative to that of the Burnside

ring A(G). In §9 we prove Theorem C and in §10 we prove Theorem D. In §11 we

prove Theorem F and in §12 we explicitly construct some G-fields on G-spheres

using the technique of Clifford algebras.
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1. Notations and conventions. In this short section we introduce some notations

and state some standing assumptions on our G-modules.

Throughout this paper the letters M, N, V, and W will denote G-modules, MH will

denote the //-fixed point set of M, mH will denote the dimension of MH, S(M) will

denote the unit sphere of the G-module M, and SM will denote its one point

compactification. When dealing with a fixed G-space X, we will denote the product

bundle X X M by M. If E is a G-vector bundle over X, then S(E) will denote its

unit G-sphere bundle, SE will denote its fibrewise one point compactification, and

TE will denote its Thorn space SE/X. If E and F are two G-fibre bundles, then we

will write E ~GF when E and F are fibre G-homotopy equivalent.

For arguments by induction on the order of G, note that we may as well assume

that G acts faithfully on M. We also assume that p(mH) > 2 if mH ¥= 0, for if not,

there are no G-fields on S(M). Many of our theorems deal with equivalent

conditions for the existence of k — 1 G-fields on S(M). We will implicitly assume

that p(mH) >kifmH¥=0.

2. The equivariant Whitehead and Freudenthal suspension theorems. In this section

we prove the G-Whitehead and G-Freudenthal suspension theorems. Versions of the

G-Whitehead theorem have been proven by other authors: Matumoto in [20] and

Waner in [27]. Versions of the G-suspension theorem have also been proven by

Hauschild in [12] and by Waner in [26]. Their hypotheses, however, are too

restrictive for our purposes. We have modified Waner's proofs so that the theorems

hold in a more general situation—something that we will need in future sections.

We begin with some definitions. If X is a G-space, let Iso( X) he the set of all the

isotropy subgroups of points in X. Let c be a function from S, the set of all

subgroups of G, to the nonnegative integers. Say that a G-map e: Y -» Z is a

»'-equivalence if eH: YH -* ZH is a p(//)-equivalence for all H in S. Say that a

relative G-CW complex (X, A) satisfies dim(A", A) < v if all the cells of X not in A

are of the form G/H X D" where n < v(H).

We have the following version of G-HELP (G-homotopy extension and lifting

property). The proof is exactly the same as that given by Waner in [26,3.3] for the

special case in which v is constant at some n.

Theorem 2.1 (G-HELP). If (X, A) is a relative G-CW complex of dimension < v

and e: Y -> Z is a v-equivalence and if f\A — hi0 and hix = eg in the following

diagram, then there exist g and h such that the diagram commutes.

zo                                  h
A-► A x I <-

//

Z <-

r-,
->X x I<-

'.g
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Corollary 2.2 (G-Whitehead theorem). // X is a G-CW complex and e: Y -» Z

is a v-equivalence, then e^: [X, Y]G -» [X, Z]c is a surjection if dim X < v and an

injection if dim X < v.

Proof. The case (X, <¡>) gives surjectivity and the case (XX I, X X dl) gives

injectivity.

Theorem 2.3 (G-Freudenthal suspension theorem). Let X and Y be based

G-CW complexes and let V be a G-module. Let xH = dim X", let vH = dim VH and

let YH be y ̂ connected. Suppose that y H > 1 whenever vH > 0. Then

2V:[X,Y]G-[2VX,2VY]G

is an isomorphism if the following conditions hold:

(i) xH « 2yHfor every H E Iso(^);

(ii) ifKE Iso(X) with K<H and vK > vH, then x" + 1 <yK.

The map 2K is an epimorphism if the following conditions hold:

(i) x" < 2yH + 1 for every H E Iso(X);

(ii) ifKE Iso( X) with K<HandvK> vH then xH<yK.

Proof. We will prove the epimorphism case. The proof of the isomorphism case is

analogous.

Let r/ and e be the unit and counit of the adjoint pair of functors (2K, üv). It is

well known that the following diagram commutes and that e^v is an isomorphism.

[X,Y]G i [X,Qv2yY]G

IV IV

[2VX,2VY]G     *      [2VX,2VVV2VY]G

Thus it suffices to show that t]^ is an epimorphism. This, in turn, will follow from

the G-Whitehead theorem once we show that if1: YH -> (ÜV1/Y)H is an ^-equiva-

lence for every H in Iso( X). To show this we consider the following diagram.

■nr"(Y) = [Sr, Y]„     *      [S', WY]H = vrH(Qy2yY)

IV IV

[Sr+V,2VY]H        t [Sr+V,-2VQV2VY]H

Since £+2K is again an isomorphism, nH will be an x^-equivalence if ~S.V:

[Sr, Y]H -» [Sr+V, '2>VY]H is an isomorphism for r < xH and an epimorphism for

r = xH. We can reduce the proof of this to obstruction theory by means of the

following diagram, in which Rx and R2 indicate restriction to //-fixed point sets.

[S',Y]H     -       [S'+y,2yY]H

-LÄ, lR2

[Sr,YH]    -    [sr+y* ,jy"YH]
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We deduce from the Freuden thai suspension theorem that 2K is an isomorphism

if r < 2yH + 1 and an epimorphism if r = 2yH + 1. Since by hypothesis xH < 2yH

+ 1, it suffices to show that R2 is injective.

Suppose to the contrary that there exists an //-map g: Sr+y ->~2VY such that

R2(g) = 0. Then g extends to g: Ci -* 2KF where /': Sr+V -* Sr+V is the inclusion

and Ci = Sr+ v U, CSr+ v is the cofibre of /. We can show that g = 0 by extending

g to g: CSr+v -> 2Ky. We compute the obstructions to doing so. Observe that the

cells of CSr+ v not in Ci are of the form H/K+ A D"+x where K<H,vK> vH, and

n < r + vK. Consequently, the obstructions to extending g he in tt^(^.vY). Since by

hypothesis xH <yK, and since r < xH, we have that n^yK + vK. Since (S^F)* is

yK + vK connected, the obstructions vanish. Thus g can be extended to g and R2 is

injective. This completes the proof.

3. Reduction to a question about G-sphere bundles. This section is devoted to

proving the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a compact Lie group and let M be a G-module. Let k be a

positive integer and let P(k) be (k — l)-dimensional real projective space. Let M|

denote the tensor product of the product G-bundle P(k) X M with the Hopf bundle |.

If there exist k - 1 orthonormal G-fields on S(M), then S(M£)~G S(M).

IfS(M£)~c S(M) and for every H < G with mH > 0 we have that m" > 2k, then

there exist k — 1 orthonormal G-fields on S(M).

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is built up in a sequence of lemmas and proceeds along

the same lines as Woodward's proof in the nonequivariant case [29]. In what follows

we will omit the proof of a lemma when it is essentially the same as in [29], referring

the reader there for details.

Recall that we assume p(mH) > max(2, k) if nH ¥= 0.

Lemma 3.2. Let Vk(M) be the Stiefel manifold of k-frames in M with the evident

G-action. Let p: Vk(M) -* S(M) be the G-map given by p(vx,...,vk) = vx. Then

there exist k — 1 orthonormal G-fields on S(M) if and only if p admits a G-section s.

Let Ek(M) denote the space of Z2-equivariant maps between Sk~x and S(M) in

the compact open topology. (Z2 acts by the antipodal map.) Ek(M) has a natural

G-action; givenaZ2map/: Sk~x -» S(M)andg E G define gf by (gf)(x) — g(fix)).

Note that we have a natural map q: Ek(M) -» S(M) defined by q(f) = fil) where

5° = {±1} C Sk~x. Further, q: EX(M) -> S(M) is obviously a G-homeomorphism.

There is also a natural G-map i: Vk(M) — Ek(M) defined by i(vx,... ,vk) = /where

f(Zaj) = 1aivi. Using the definitions of p, q, and i, we see that the following

diagram commutes.

Vk(M) - Ek(M)

p\ / q

S(M)

Lemma 3.3. If p admits a G-section then so does q. If mH > 2k for every H < G with

mh > 0, then a G-section ofq induces a G-section of p.
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Proof. If a is a G-section of /» then ia is a G-section of q. The other half of the

lemma reduces to an application of the G-Whitehead theorem (Corollary 2.2). Let S

be the set of all subgroups of G. Define a function v from S to the nonnegative

integers by v(H) = mH — 1. Note that

(Vk(M))"=Vk(M")   and   (Ek(M))" = Ek(M»).

Further, i: Vk(RN) -» Ek(R") is a 2« - 2k - 1 equivalence [11,1.1]. Thus /: ^(M)

-» Ek(M) is a ^-equivalence. Since dim S(M) < v, we can conclude from Corollary

2.2 that a G-section of q induces a map a: S(M) -> Vk(M) such that /»a is

G-homotopic to the identity map. Since /» is evidently a G-fibration, we can

G-homotope a to an actual section. This completes the proof of 3.3.

If X and Y are G-spaces, let [X, Y}G be the space of G-maps from X to F in the

compact open topology. If -q and £ are G-fibre bundles over a G-space X, let {tj, £}g

be the space of fibrewise G-maps from tj to £. Our next lemma contains the main

part of the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.4. There exists a homeomorphism

*: (S(M), Ek(M)}G - (S(M), S(MH)}C.

Say that a G-map /: S(M) -> S(M) is of G-degree 1 if it is G-homotopic to the

identity. Since we can canonically identify the fibres of 5(M) and S(M£), we can

speak of fibrewise G-maps between them of fibrewise G-degree 1 without ambiguity.

Lemma 3.5. A G-map s: S(M) -» Ek(M) is such that qs has G-degree 1 if and only if

$(s): S(M) -> S(M£) has fibrewise G-degree 1.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.

If there exist k — 1 orthonormal G-fields on S(M), then Ek(M) must admit a

G-section (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3). But such a section will induce a fibrewise G-map of

fibrewise G-degree 1 (Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5). Applying the equivariant Dold theorem

[28,1.11], we conclude that S(M) ~GS(Mè,). Conversely, suppose we have a fibre

G-homotopy equivalence/: S(M) -» S(M^). Since P(k) is connected, all the G-maps

fx are G-homotopic. Let h: S(M) -* S(M) be a fibrewise G-map such that hx is

G-homotopy inverse to fx. Then/ft has fibrewise G-degree 1. We can then complete

the proof by applying first Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 and then Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.

4. Desuspension of fibre G-homotopy equivalences. In this section we will prove

that if S(v) is a G-sphere bundle with a fixed point and if M and N are two

G-modules, then, under certain conditions, a fibre G-homotopy equivalence /:

S( r/ © M) -» S(N © M) can be desuspended by M to give a fibre G-homotopy

equivalence/: S(v) -» S(N).

We begin with some terminology. If 5(tj) is a G-sphere bundle over X, let D(r¡) he

the G-disk bundle obtained from 5(r/) by taking the fibrewise join of S(-q) with X,

thought of as a bundle with trivial fibre. Denote the quotient D(t])/S(i}) by Tv. Of

course, if S(tj) is the unit sphere bundle of a vector bundle in, then Ti\ will be the

Thorn space of t/.
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Lemma 4.1. Let S(v) be a G-sphere bundle over a G-CW complex X such that S(v)

has a fixed point. Let N be a G-module such that

(i) for every H E Iso(X), dim Xa < nH - 2,

(ii) nG s* 3,

(iii) for every H E lso(S(i\)), dim S(i\)H < 2nH - 3.

Then S(v) ~G S(N) if and only if there exists a G-map f: Tv -» SN such that for every

x E X, fx: Tt\x -» SN is a Gx-homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Suppose S(tj) ~gS(N). Then the fibre G-homotopy equivalence can be

extended radially to induce, upon passage to quotients, a map Tt\ -> T(N). Compos-

ing this map with the projection/»: T(N) -> SN, we obtain a map/with the desired

properties.

Conversely, consider the cofibre sequence for the inclusion S(r¡) -» D(-q). Applica-

tion of the functor [?, SN]G produces the following exact sequence:

■■■->[2S(r,),SN]Gi[TV,S»]GADv,S»]G^---.

Since Dv is G-homotopy equivalent to X and since dim XH < nH — 2, we can show

using obstruction theory that [Dr\, SN]G = 0. Consequently ¿> is onto. Let /be in the

preimage of / under <¡>. It is easy to see that fx: ^S($x) -» SN will still be a

Gx-homotopy equivalence.

Observe that our hypotheses on N allow us to invoke Theorem 2.3 to conclude

that the suspension map

Z:[S(V),S(N)]G^[ZS(V),SN]C

is onto; so let/be in the preimage of/. Then for every x E Xand for every H < Gx,

deg fx  = deg fx. Thus the fibrewise G-map /': S(v) -* S(N) induced by / is such

that f'x: S(nx) -» S(N) is a G^-homotopy equivalence. Hence, by the equivariant

Dold theorem [28,1.11],/' is a fibre G-homotopy equivalence.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.2. Let S(v) be a G-sphere bundle with G-fixed point over a G-CW

complex X and let N be a G-module. Assume the following conditions:

(1) For every H E IsoW, dim XH =£ nH - 2.

(2) nG > 3.

(3) For every K E Iso(S(tj)), dimS(T))* < 2nK - 3.

(4) For every H E lso(Ti\), dim T-q" < 2n" - 1.

Let V be a G-module such that if H and K are in Iso(Tt)) with K < H and vK > vH,

then dim TvH < nK - 1. Then S(t\)~G 5(N) if and only if S(r\ ® V) ~G S(N © V).

Proof. Evidently we need only prove the converse. This is immediate, for we have

cunningly chosen our hypotheses so that 5(tj) and S(v © V) both satisfy the

hypotheses of Lemma 4.1. To complete the proof then, it is enough to construct a

G-map /: Tv -* SN such that for every x E X, fx: Tt\x -> SN is a G^-homotopy

equivalence. We can do so since the map

^y:[Tr,,SN]GA^VTv,Sy+N]G

is onto by Theorem 2.4.
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5. Reduction of the general case to the stable case. In §3 we reduced the G-vector

field problem to a question of whether or not two G-sphere bundles were fibre

G-homotopy equivalent. In this section we use Theorem 4.2 to show that this is

equivalent to the two bundles being " stably" fibre G-homotopy equivalent.

We begin by applying Theorem 4.2 to the G-sphere bundle S(M£) over P(k). We

have the following corollary.

Corollary 5.1. Let Vbe a G-module such that

(i) for every H and K in Iso(M) with K < H and vK > vH we have that mK > m".

(ii) S(M£ © V) ~G S(M © V).
Suppose mG > max{3, k + I}. Then S(M£) ~GS(M).

Proof. We will apply Theorem 4.2. To check its hypotheses, we must verify the

following condition:

(iii) If K < H and vK > v" then mK - mH > k.

We will show that (i) and (ii) imply (iii). Upon restriction to //-fixed point sets, (ii)

implies that mH(i-— 1) = 0 in JO(P(k)). This group is cyclic of order ak with

generator £ — 1, and ak> k (see e.g. [15] for a table of values for ak). Thus ak

divides mH. Similarly, ak divides mK. Therefore ak divides mK — mH and so, if

mK - mH > 0, then mK - mH > k.

Let Gap(M) = (G-modules V\ if K < H and vK > vH then mK > mH}. Combin-

ing 5.1 and 5.2 we see that under mild hypotheses on M, S(Mi-) and S(M) are fibre

G-homotopy equivalent if and only if they become fibre G-homotopy eqivalent when

stabilized by some V E Gap(M).

Gap(M) is closed under direct sum and contains the trivial G-module. We define

the G-universe %(M) promised in the introduction by

%(M) = 0 W?.
H^eGap(M)nlrr(G)

We shall often suppress the M and write % instead when the module M is

understood. If H < G then %(M) thought of as an //-space will be an //-universe.

When we want H to be the ambient group rather than G, we will write G!L(M, H) or

%(//).

Suppose A" is a G-space such that Iso(A) C Iso(%). Then we can define the

following subgroup of KOG(X):

KOG(X;%) = {E - F E KOG(X)\Ex, Fx E^M ,GX) foi each x E X].

(Here the inclusion is understood as inclusion up to isomorphism.) Let

TOG(X;%) = [E- FEKOG(X;Gll)\S(E®V)~GS(F®\)

for some V E Gap( M )},

and define JOG(X; %) to be the quotient KOG(X; %)/yOG(A'; %). We can now

combine our preceding results in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2 // there exist k - 1 G-fields on S(M), then Af£ - M vanishes in

JOG(P(k)).

If mG > max{3,2A:} and if M£ — M vanishes in JOG(P(k); %), then there exist

k - 1 G-fields on S(M).
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6. The proof of Theorem A. Before proceeding to the proof, we record some

elementary general facts about Adams operations on RO(G).

Lemma 6.1. Let Vbe a real G-module and let k be prime to the order of G.

(i)   If Vis irreducible, then so is ^k(V).

(ii) ^k(V) has the same type as V.

(iii) If H < G, then dim F" = dim 4>k(V)H.

Proof. We first note that iik(V), which is given a priori as a difference class, is in

fact represented by a G-module when k is prime to the order of G. This is clear if V

is the image of a complex G-module V in view of the explicit description of $k(V)

given in [30,3.1]. Thus 2ipk(V) is represented by a G-module for any V, and it

follows that the same is true for $k(V).

(i) By periodicity [30,3.2], V = \¡/s\¡ik(V) for some positive integer 5 prime to the

order of G. From the remarks above, we see that a nontrivial decomposition of

ipk(V) would yield a nontrivial decomposition of V.

(ii) An irreducible G-module V has type R, C or H depending on whether

dim(HomG(F, V)) is 1,2 or 4. From elementary character theory,

dim(Homc(K,K))=TpT  1 x(g,V)2.
I ul gee

Since x(g> i>k(V)) = x(gk> V) and the map g -> gk permutes the elements of G, we

calculate that

dimHomc(F, V) = dimHom^^F), 4>k(V)).

(iii) We have

dim(F") = -¿-  1 x(h,V).
\H\ h^H

Again, we calculate using this formula that dimiF^) = dim(\pk(V)H).

In the rest of this section G will denote a 2-group. We will deduce Theorem A

from Theorem 6.2 below. In order to state it, however, we need some more

terminology.

Suppose E and Fare vector bundles in KOG(X; %). Then, following [7,§11.1], we

say that E~XocF if, for each H<G, there exists a G-module V(H) C % and

G-maps

/:5(£©V(H)) ^S(F©V(H))    and   g: S(F ® V(H)) -» S(E © V(H))

such that fx  and gx are homotopy equivalences for each x E X. Let

TOGx(X;sll) = {E-FEKOG(X;%)\E~XocF}

and let JOGx(X; %) be the quotient KOG(X; %)/F6>¿oc(A'; %). Note that

TOc(X; %) E TO^X; %) so that JO^X; %) is a quotient of JOG(X; %). Note

also that Lemma 6.1(iii) implies

t3(KOG(X; %)) C KOG(X; %).
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Theorem 6.2. The following sequence is exact, where J is the quotient map:

KOG(P(k); %)ml~-! KOG(P(k); %)(2)i/0**(P(*); %)(2).

Tom Dieck [7,11.4.1] has proven this result for all compact G-spaces if % is GR°°,

the universe generated by the regular representation. We modify torn Dieck's proof

to work in our situation.

We remark that Ker/ C Im(l — \p3), for this is true when ^i is GRX. It remains

to show the other containment. Some of torn Dieck's proof will work without

modification. However, since we can stabilize only by submodules of %, there are

some problems. We need the following proposition.

Proposition 6.3. Let E be a G-vector bundle on P(k). Then there exists a fibrewise

G-map f: S(E) -» S(\p3(E)) such that fx has degree a power of 3 for each x E P(k).

This proposition is an immediate consequence of the following lemma whose

lengthy proof we defer to the end of this section.

Lemma 6.4. Let M be a G-module. Let Z2 act antipodally on S(M) and S(^3(M)).

Then there exists a G X Z2-map f: S(M) -> S(\¡>3(M)) whose degree is a power of 3.

Proof of Proposition 6.3. Observe that any G-vector bundle on P(k) is either a

product bundle, or of the form [Sk~x X M]/Z2 for some G-module M [1].

Further, if £ is a G-vector bundle of this latter type, then i|'3(£') is of the form

[Sk~x X x(/3(M)]/Z2. Thus the G X Z2-map M -+ ̂ 3M of Lemma 6.3 will yield the

desired map / in either case; in the product bundle case this is immediate, and in the

other case this follows upon passage to quotients.

If E and F are vector bundles in KOG( X; % ), we say that E ~p F if there exist

V E %and fibrewise G-maps/: S(E © V) -» S(F © V) and g: S(F © V) -» S(E ® V)

such that/, and gx have degree prime top for each x E X. Let

TOG(X; %;p)= {E - F E KOG(X; %) | E ~PF}

and let JOG(X; %; /») be the quotient KOG(X; ^l)/TOG(X; %; /»). Then we have

the following lemma.

Lemma 6.5. The canonical quotient map

JOcT(P(k); %)(2) - JOG(P(k); %; 2)(2)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of [7,11.4.2]. We need only check

that 1 G ISO(^l) so that we can use the transfer ind^7 in stable G-cohomotopy. This

follows from our assumptions on M.

We can complete the proof of Theorem 6.1 with the following lemma.

Lemma 6.6. (1 - >p3)KOG(P(k); %)(2) C TOG(P(k); %;2)(2).

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of [7,11.4.3], with the necessary

input in our case being provided by Proposition 6.3 and Lemma 6.5.
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With Theorem 6.2 on hand, we return to the proof of Theorem A. Note that if K is

a /»-group, M is a /¡T-module, and /: S(M) -» S(M) is a K-man, then degfH =

deg /(/») for each H < K. This can easily be seen by considering the isomorphism

between the Burnside ring and the Oth stable cohomotopy group [7,8.5.1]. Thus, if

M¿ - M vanishes in JOGoc(P(k); %), then there exists a G-module V E % and a

fibrewise G-map /: S( Af£ © V) -» S(M © V) such that deg fx is prime to p for each

x E P(k). Thus by the equivariant Dold theorem mod k [13,0.2], there is an integer

t, prime to p, such that S(t(M£ © V)) ~G S(t(M ® V)). Hence Af £ - M vanishes in

JOG(P(k); 6lY-)(Py Since M£ — M has 2-primary order, it vanishes in

JOG(P(k); %)(2) if and only if it vanishes in JOG(P(k); %). Consequently the proof

of Theorem A reduces to the algebraic question:

When is M£ — M in the image of 1 — \p3 ?

To investigate this question we need some more terminology. Let R(R; %) be the

Grothendieck group of type R G-modules in Gap(M). Define R(C; %) and /?(//;%)

similarly and let RO(G; %) be the direct sum of these groups. Then we can deduce

from [23] that

KOG(P(k); %) = RO(G; %) ®[KO(P(k)) ® R(R; <&)]

®[KU(P(k)) ®R(C; %)] ®[KSp(P(k)) ® R(H; <&)]

and, as mentioned above, each of these summands will be invariant under the action

of 1 - t//3. Further, since KO(P(k)), KU(P(k)), and KSp(P(k)) are cyclic 2-groups,

localizing KOG(P(k); %) at 2 amounts to localizing the first summand, RO(G; %),

at 2.

Keeping this decomposition in mind, it is easy to see that if we write M as

Mx® M2® M3 where Mx is of type R, M2 is of type C, and M3 is of type H, then

M£ — M is in the image of 1 — \p3 if and only if there exist (possibly virtual)

G-modules Nx, N2, and N3 of type R, C, and H, respectively, such that (1 — \¡/3)Ni =

M¡ modulo the order of the ^-group involved. Recall the notations introduced above

Theorem A.

Lemma 6.7. Let N be a G-module of type R. Write

j j

where [V¡ j) for fixed i is the set of irreducibles in the orbit 0,..

Then there exists a (possibly virtual) G-module W of type R such that (1 — \p3)W =

N (2') if and only if1ja¡j = 0 (2') for 1 < i < r. Further, the analogous statements for

type C and type H modules also hold.

Proof. If (1 — \p3)W = N then, for every i «s r, there is a W¡ such that (I — ip3)Wi

= SjQijVij (2')- Hence it is enough to consider N = ItjOjVfj for a fixed i. Let s be

the number of irreducibles in 0(. Write W¡ = ^jc]Vi ¡ and order the Vi . so that

*%j = ViJ+x if/ < s and t'Vu = F,,. Then

(1 - ^3)Wt = (c, - c,)VIA + (c2 - cx)Va + ■ ■ ■ + (c, - cs_x)VitS.

If (1 - ^3)Wi = AT, then a,, = (Cj - Cj_x) (2') új*l and aw = (c, - cs) (2').
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Thus

2«*.y=(c,-0+    I   (cj-Cj_x)    (2').
j l^jsis

Since the sum on the right is clearly zero, we deduce one half of the lemma.

Conversely, if 2^0,^ = 0 (2'), then we can define a G-module W¡ by W¡ =

2x^j^sCjV¡j, where cy = 2,«îC7a, ?. A quick check shows that, indeed, (1 — i>3)Wi =

1jaiJVij (2 ). This completes the proof.

We are now ready to prove Theorem A.

Proof of Theorem A. Using Lemma 6.7 and the calculations in [1] of the orders

of the various A^-theories of P(k), we can now decide exactly when M£ — M is in the

image of 1 — t//3. Clearly a(wx(M)) + 1 is the largest k for which M,£ — M, is in the

image of (1 — \p3), hence is also the largest k for which Mx£ — M, vanishes in

JOG(P(k); %)(2). The same is true for ß(w2(M)) + 1 and M2£ - M2 and for

y(w3(M)) + 1 and M3£ - M3. Thus if mG > max{3,2(8(M) + I)}, then we deduce

from Theorem 5.3 that there are 8(M) G-fields on S(M). In view of Theorem 3.1

and the preceding calculations, there are no more. This completes the proof.

We conclude this section with the promised proof of Lemma 6.4.

Proof of Lemma 6.4. Clearly it is enough to prove the lemma for an irreducible

G-module V; we can then obtain / by taking the join of the resulting maps. The

lemma is immediate if dimÄF= 1, for then t^3(F) = V. If dimfiF= 2, then the

0(2) X Z2-map /: S(V) -> S(^3(V)) given by fiz) = z3 will induce /. (See [2,p.

193].) If H < G and Fis induced up from an irreducible //-module IF which admits

an H X Z2-map <#>: S(W) -> S(4>3(W)) of 3-primary degree, then the G X Z2-map

ind^(<i>): S(V) -» 5(ind^(i//3(F)) will also have 3-primary degree. Since G is a

2-group, 3 is prime to [G; //]. Thus indGH^3(W) = ^3(indGHW). (See [22,p. 70].)

Composing ind^(<#>) with this isomorphism, we obtain the desired map/.

Combining these observations, we see that it is enough to show that all irreducible

/?[G]-modules can be induced up from 1- and 2-dimensional modules over sub-

groups of G. (Note that this is a refinement of [22,2.4] for the case of 2-groups.) By

means of the following lemma due to G. Glauberman, we can reduce this problem to

the case of cyclic, generalized quaternion, dihedral, or semidihedral groups—that is,

all 2-groups which do not have a noncyclic abelian normal subgroup of order 4

[10,4.4].

Lemma 6.8. Let M be a faithful irreducible G-module and suppose that G has a

normal noncyclic subgroup H of order 4. Let C(H) denote the centralizer of H in G.

Then there exists an irreducible C(H)-module V such that M = indG(//)F.

Proof. Since G admits a faithful irreducible G-module, its center, Z, must be

cyclic; for MK will be a submodule of M for any K < Z. Consequently H is not

contained in Z. Since any normal subgroup of a /»-group intersects its center

non trivially, we can present H in the following manner:

H = (h, k I h2 = k2 = 1 ; h, k £ Z; hk = kh E z).
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It is easy to see that M = Mh © Mk as vector spaces and that if g G G and Àg:

M -» Mis the g-action map, then one of two things must occur. Either Xg(Mh) — Mh

and Xg(Mk) = Mk—in which case g e C(H)—or Xg(Mh) = Mk and Xg(Mk) =

Mh—in which case g Ö C(H). Thus we can conclude from [24,19] that M =

indGC(H)Mh.

Since the center of C(H) is not cyclic, C(H) has no faithful irreducible represen-

tations. Passing to quotients and iterating the argument as necessary, we reduce to

the case of a group G which contains no noncyclic normal abelian subgroup of order

4. Such groups, as we noted above, must be of one of four well understood types.

Since cyclic and dihedral groups only have irreducibles of dimension 1 or 2, we

may assume that G is generalized quaternion or semidihedral. Since both have a

normal cyclic subgroup H of index 2, it follows from [24, Prop. 24] that all

irreducible C[G]-modules F are such that dimc V = 1 or 2. We may assume that

dimc V = 2 and that EndÄ[G](F) = C or H. (If EndÄ[G](F) were R, then V®RC

would be an irreducible C[G]-module of complex dimension 4.) Then there exists an

irreducible R[H]-module W such that dimR W = 2 and ind# W = V [24, Theorem

16]. Thus we are reduced to the case of an irreducible of dimension 2. The lemma

now follows from our previous remarks.

7. The proof of Theorem B. Let G be a 2-group, let M be a G-module such that

mG>max{3,2(Ô(M) + 1)}, and let N be a G-module such that Dim(M, G) =

Dim(V, G). We have calculated the G-field number of M, and we must show that N

has the same G-field number. Clearly it suffices to show that the functions wx, w2,

and w3 coincide on M and N. We will deduce this from the following two theorems,

the first of which is of independent interest.

Theorem 7.1. Suppose G is a 2-group and M and N are irreducible R[G]-modules

such that Dim(M, G) = Dim(N,G).  Then there is a positive integer r such that

4<3'M = N.

In order to state the next theorem we need some terminology. Let ~ be the

equivalence relation on Irr(G) specified by V ~ W if and only if Dim(F, G) =

Dim(IF, G). Let S,,...,S be the equivalence classes of irreducibles under this

relation.

Theorem 7.2. Let G be a finite group and let M and N be G-modules such that

Dim(M, G) = Dim(/Y, G). Let m¡ and ni be the sum of the coefficients in M and N,

respectively, of the irreducibles in Gr Then m¡ = n¡for each i.

Theorem B is an immediate consequence of these two theorems. From Theorem

7.1 we deduce that an equivalence class of irreducibles actually corresponds to an

orbit under the action of \¡/3. Since the integers wx(M), w2(M), and w3(M) depend

only on the sum of the coefficients in M of the irreducibles in the various orbits, they

must concur with wx(N), w2(N), and w3(N), respectively.

We will spend the remainder of this section proving Theorems 7.1 and 7.2.

To prove 7.1, we may assume that M and N are faithful; if not, since Dim(M, G)

= Dim(N, G), we see that the largest subgroup K of G that fixes M must be the
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largest subgroup of G fixing N. Thus M and N are G/A"-modules and again

Dim(M, G/K) = Dim(N, G/K).
We need the following observation, which we record as a lemma for future

reference.

Lemma 7.3. If J < H < G and V and W are H-modules, then dim(ind% V)J =

dim(ind^ W)J if and only if dim VJ = dim WJ.

Thus it will be enough to show that all G-modules can be induced up from

modules over some subgroup for which Theorem 7.1 holds. This is quite straightfor-

ward if G does not have a normal noncyclic subgroup of order 4. The remaining

cases can be reduced to this case by means of Glauberman's lemma (Lemma 6.8).

Suppose G admits a noncyclic normal subgroup H of order 4. Then M = indG(//) V

and N = indC(//) W, where C(H) is the centralizer of H and V and W are

C(//)-modules. Moreover, since C(H) is clearly normal in G, we deduce from

Lemma 7.3 that Dim(F, C(H)) = Dim(IF, C(H)). Since the center of C(H) is not

cyclic, C(H) has no faithful irreducible representations. Passing to quotients, and

iterating the argument as necessary, we reduce to the case of a group G which

contains no normal noncyclic subgroup of order 4. Recall again that these are

precisely the cyclic, generalized quaternion, dihedral, and semidihedral groups

[10,4.4]. We will first prove the cyclic case and then reduce the remaining cases to

the cyclic case.

Lemma 7.4. All inequivalent free irreducible R[Z/2mZ]-modules are permuted in a

single orbit by ¡p3-

Proof. This is immediate for Z/2Z and Z/4Z as they both have a unique such

representation. So we may assume m > 2.

Let R denote the ring Z/2mZ. Then its group of units R* is {1,3,.. .,2m - 1}. R*

has a subgroup H of order 2: (l,2m — 1}. It is easy to see that R*/H is cyclic of

order 2m~2. Define an automorphism / of R* by fia) = a3. Then / will be the

identity on H, thus inducing an automorphism / of R*/H. Since (2m~2,3) = 1, the

elements of R*/H will form a single orbit under the action off.

We can identify R* with the set of irreducible free C[Z/2mZ]-modules by

choosing a fixed generator ju of Z/2mZ and letting í correspond to the module Ms

withXA/s(íO = exp(77-iV2m_l).

Under this identification, the automorphism / of jR* will correspond to the

automorphism of Mx,... ,M2m-\ induced by the action of \j/3. Further, modding out

by the subgroup H corresponds to identifying conjugate pairs of representations.

Consequently all the irreducible free /?[Z/2mZ]-modules form an orbit under the

action of \p3. This completes the proof.

Corollary 7.5. Let G be a cyclic 2-group, let V and W be faithful irreducible

C[G]-modules and let W be the conjugate representation of W. Then either \p3'(V) = W

for some r or ipr(V) = W for some r.
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Lemma 7.6. Suppose G is generalized quaternion, dihedral, or semidihedral and

suppose that M and N are faithful irreducible R[G]-modules such that Dim(M, G) =

Dim(/V, G). Then \pyM — N for some positive integer r.

Proof. Since all these groups have an abelian normal subgroup H of index 2, we

can deduce from [24, Prop. 24] that the complex dimension of any faithful irreduc-

ible C[G]-module must be 2. Thus dimÄ M = 4 or 2. If dimR(M) = 4, then

EndÄ[G](M) — C or H. If dimR(M) — 2 then EndR[G)(M) = R. We consider these

two cases separately.

If dimfi M = 4, we can deduce from [24, Theorem 16] the existence of irreducible

//-modules V and W such that M = ind^ V and N = ind% W. Since ^yV = IF for

some r by the previous lemma and since \[/y commutes with ind^ [22, p. 70], we

obtain the desired result in this case.

If dimRM = 2, we will show that ^y(M ® M) = N ® N and then deduce the

result. We consider M ®RC and N ®RC. These are irreducible C[G]-modules of

dimension 2. Hence from [24, Theorem 16] we deduce the existence of irreducible

C[//]-modules V and W such that M®RC = indGHV and N®RC = indGHW.

Observe that since N ®RC is self-conjugate, N ®RC — ind# W where IF is the

conjugate representation to W. From the previous lemma then, we see that either

xPrV= W for some r, or i>yV = W. Thus i/y(M®RC) = N®RC. We can now

obtain our desired result by ignoring the complex structure (since the Adams

operations commute with realification) and dividing by two. This completes the

proof.

We can now deduce Theorem 7.1 from Lemmas 7.4 and 7.6.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 7.2. This is an easy consequence of the

following result of torn Dieck [7,9.1.2], which we reformulate slightly.

Theorem 7.7. Let G be a finite group of order g and let Y be the group of units of

Z/gZ. Let Y act on Lrr(G) by a- M = t//"( M) ifa EY and M is irreducible. Let Z[Y]

be the integral group ring and le! I(Y) be its augmentation ideal. Let RO0(G) be the

additive subgroup of RO(G) consisting of all elements x such that Dim(jc, G) = 0.

Then RO0(G) = I(Y)RO(G).

Observe that if Dim(M, G) = Dim(N, G) then M - N E RO0(G). We make the

obvious generalization of our notion of " the coefficient in a G-module W of an

irreducible G-module F " to the case in which W may be virtual. Then Theorem 7.2

can be reformulated as saying that if x E RO(G) and i(x) is the sum of the

coefficients in x of all the irreducibles in the ith equivalence class S,, then

x E RO0(G) if and only if each i(x) = 0.

If each i(x) — 0, then clearly x E RO0(G). It remains to prove the other implica-

tion. Observe first that the functions i(?) are additive; thus if x, y E RO(G) are such

that each i(x) = 0 and each i(y) — 0 then i(x + y) — 0 for each i. Observe also that

since Z[Y] acts on RO(G) via Adams operations, we can think of an element

A G I(Y) as a sum 27-a7-t//^', where (kj, g) — 1 for each j and 2^0, = 0. Now

suppose given z G RO(G). Then z can be written as 2,z, where all the irreducibles in

the z'th summand z, are from the z'th equivalence class 6,. Since (k}, g) — 1 for each
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/, every Adams operation \f/kj acts by a permutation on Irr(G), preserving the

equivalence classes Q¡. Hence

**'(*) = 2**'(*i)    and   *(+*'(*,)) = i{zt).
i

Since i(z) = i(z¡), we see that i(Az) — (2,ay) ■ i(z), which is zero as we noted above.

Since by Theorem 7.7 any element of RO0(G) is a sum 1tA,z, where A, E I(Y) and

z, G RO(G), Theorem 7.2 follows.

8. The Burnside ring for general universes. In this section we introduce A(G, %),

the Burnside ring for the universe %, and prove some results about it which we will

need in the next section. Its behaviour generally parallels that of the Burnside ring

A(G). However, there are a few nasty exceptions which we discuss at the end of the

section.

We begin with some definitions. Let ^ be a G-universe. Observe that Iso(%,) is

closed under intersection, since Gx(By = Gx D Gy. Define wG(%) to be

cohm^^JS", SV]G and abbreviate this to <oG when % contains all irreducible

G-modules. Since maps between the one point compactifications of complex G-mod-

ules are determined by their degrees on fixed point sets [7,8.4.1], it follows that the

natural map oiG(%) -* uG is an injection. Let \p: A(G) -* wG be the well-known

isomorphism (e.g. [7,8.5.1]) and define A(G, %) to be ^-'(uG(%))- Let /(%) denote

a subset of Iso(%) consisting of one group from each conjugacy class. Then the

following lemma gives the additive structure of A(G, %).

Lemma 8.1. A(G, %) is the subgroup of A(G) generated by {[G/H] \ H E /(%)}.

Proof. If G/H CFcl, then ^([G///]) can be represented by a G-map /:

S° -» Sv. Thus the subgroup generated by {[G/H] \ H E /(%)} is contained in

A(G, %).

It remains to show the other containment. Let 6(G) be a collection of conjugacy

class representatives of subgroups of G. It is well known that the following diagram

commutes, where <pH(x) is the cardinality of xH, <j> = UHee^G)<t>H, and y(f) —

A(G) * coG

<f>\ / y

n z
ffee(G)

Suppose 2a,[G///,] G A(G, %) and not all the H¡'s lie in Iso(%.). By subtracting

off the cosets that are in Iso(%), we obtain an element z = 27ay[G///y] such that

none of the ///s are in Iso(%). Let K be maximal among them up to conjugacy.

Observe that if we denote the order of WKby | WK \ then 4>K(z) = aK \ WK \ , which

is not zero. However, since z G A(G, %), \p(z) can be represented by a G-map /:

Sv -* S° for some KE%. Since K is not in Iso(%), VK = VL, where L is the

smallest subgroup in Iso(F) containing K. Consequently deg fK = deg fL and
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4>K(z) = <i>L(z). Since K is subconjugate to none of the Hj's, by maximality, neither

is L. Thus z has no L-fixed points and 4>l(z) = 0, a contradiction. This completes

the proof.

We now compute the prime ideals of A(G, Gli). Let /» denote a prime number or

zero and let q(H, /»; %) = {x E A(G, %) | <pH(x) = 0 (/»)}. Then this is clearly a

prime ideal. We see in the following lemma that all prime ideals are of this form.

Lemma 8.2. Let a be a prime ideal of A(G, 6ll) and let p be the characteristic of

A(G, 6ll)/a. Then there exists a unique H G /(%) with (| WH\ , /») = 1 such that

a = q(H, p; %).

Proof. Using Lemma 8.1, this lemma can be proven in exactly the same way as

[7,5.7.2].
Remark 8.3. If p ¥= 0 then q(H, p; sll) is a maximal ideal since

A(G, 6lL)/q(H, p; %) is a field, and q(H,0; %) is a minimal prime ideal since

A(G,Gtl)/q(H,0;6U,) = Z.

Let $(/») = {// G /(%) | (| WH | , /») = 1}. We have the following splitting theo-

rem for A(G, %)(;))-modules. The proof is analogous to that for A(G)^p)-modules

which can be found in [17, §4].

Proposition 8.4. ///» =£ 0 and M is an A(G, Gli)(p)-module, then the natural map

/:M->    0    Mq(HtPm

is an isomorphism.

Recently Lewis, May, McClure, and Waner [19] have defined cohomology theories

graded on the representations in a universe %. They show that such theories can be

represented by coordinate free G-spectra indexed on 6ll. Such theories are easily seen

to give modules over A(G, %) in each grading. We have the following excision result

for such cohomology theories.

Theorem 8.5 (excision). Let G be a finite group and let X be a G-CW complex. Let

hG be a ^graded cohomology theory and let p be prime to the order of G. Then the

restriction map

/•: Äc(*),(*,,;<fc) - h%(X^)q(K,p,m

is an isomorphism for each K < G, where X^K) = G ■ XK.

This is an immediate consequence of Propositions 8.6 and 8.7 below. The proof of

8.6 is analogous to the proof of [17,4.5]. Proposition 8.7 can easily be proven by an

induction on cells.

Proposition 8.6. Suppose K and L are in I(%). Let A(K, %(#)) be an A(G, 9i)-

module under the restriction map. Then A(K,Gll(K)) (L ^ is nonzero if and only if

there is some H <K with H E Iso(%) such that q(H, /»; %) = q(L, p; %).

Proposition 8.7. Let hc be a ^indexed module spectrum over the ^indexed ring

spectrum kG. Let X be a G-CW complex such that Iso^) C Iso(%). Let S = {// G

Iso(%) | k*(G/H) = 0} and let Xs = {x E X\ Gx « S}. Then i*: h*G(X) -* h*G(Xs)

is an isomorphism.
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We can now prove Theorem 8.5.

Proof of 8.5. If /» is prime to the order of G then <P(p) = I(%). Thus, using

Lemma 8.2, Proposition 8.6 can be reformulated as follows:

A(K, ^(K)) (L   %) is nonzero if and only if L is subconjugate to K.

Since any ^graded cohomology theory is module-valued over uG(%) and since

wg(%)(G/A:) is naturally isomorphic to A(K, Gll(K)), Theorem 8.5 follows from

Proposition 8.7.

We conclude this section by discussing the problems which arise when % is not

GRX. The basic one is that Dress' characterization of when two prime ideals

q(H, /»;%-) and q(K, /»; %) are equal does not always work. In [8], Dress defined

the subgroup Hp to be the smallest normal subgroup of a given group H such that

the quotient H/Hp is a/»-group. He then proved that q(H, /»; GR°°) = q(K, p; GR°°)

if and only if H and K are conjugate. When this characterization of prime ideals

holds for <$L we can adapt the method of proof of [17,4.8] to our situation and our

excision result (Theorem 8.5) can be improved to read as follows:

Theorem 8.8. Let G be finite and let X be a G-CW complex. Let hG be a ^graded

cohomology theory and suppose that K and Kp are both in Iso(%). Then the restriction

map

i*:hc(X)<l(K,pm-+hG(X^)qlK>pm

is an isomorphism.

Unfortunately, this is false for general universes even when G is a cyclic group.

For example, let G = Z/18, let H = Z/9 and let K = Z/3. Since G is cyclic, we can

construct a universe % such that Iso(%) = (G, H, K}. It is easy to check that

</>G = <M2). Consequently q(G, 2; %) = q(K, 2; %). But G2 = H and K2 = K and

these are evidently distinct.

The problems multiply when H E $(/») and Hp G Iso(%).

Because of the usefulness of Theorem 8.8 we make the following definition. We

will take/» = 2, but analogous definitions can be made for all sets of prime numbers.

Definition 8.9. A universe % is said to be excisive if

(i) for each K E $(2), K2 E Iso(%), and

(ii) Theorem 8.8 holds for any K E $(2), any G-CW X, and any ^graded

cohomology theory hG.

Unfortunately we have found no convenient way of characterizing excisive uni-

verses.

9. The proof of Theorem C. Throughout this section G will denote a group of odd

order and M a fixed G-module. All the G-cohomology theories used in this section

will be %(M)-graded, so, to simplify our notation, we will abbreviate % = %(M).

We will rely heavily on the techniques of J. E. McClure [21]. Since we are in a

somewhat different situation, our arguments are simpler.

In view of Theorem 5.3 and the known solution to the nonequivariant vector field

problem, Theorem C is an immediate corollary of the following theorem, which we

will spend the rest of this section proving.
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Theorem 9.1. M£ - M vanishes in JOG(P(k); %\2) if and only if MH£ - M"

vanishes in JO(P(k)) for each H < G.

Before proceeding to the proof, we need some terminology. Let h be a multiplica-

tive G-cohomology theory (^graded, of course), and let £ be a G-vector bundle

over a space X with trivial G-action such that Ex = M for each x E X. Given a class

v E hG(TE), we write vx for its image under the composite

h^(TE) 'lh^(TEx) ïhgiS") » hG(S°).

We say that v is an /¡G-orientation for E in dimension M if each vx is a unit in

hG(S°). If F is another G-vector bundle over X such that S(EX) ~GS(FX), we say

that a fibrewise G-map/: S(E) -* S(F) has odd G-degree if//: S^)" -> S(FX)H

has odd degree for each H < G and x G X. In the following lemma, we show that

stable trivializations of G-sphere bundles are equivalent to orientations in stable

G-cohomotopy.

Lemma 9.2. Let E be a G-vector bundle over a G-trivial space X with Ex = M for

some M E % and each x E X.

(i) E has an wG(?)^-orientation in dimension M if and only if there exists a G-module

WE% and a fibrewise G-map f: SE@V/ -* SMfBW of odd G-degree.

(ii) Given an H < G, E has an uGÇl)q(H2. ̂-orientation in dimension M if and only

if there exists WE%anda fibrewise G-map f: SE@V/ -> 5M®W such that fxH has odd

degree for each x E X.

Proof. We will prove (ii). The proof of (i) is similar. Suppose v E o¡G(TE)q(H¿;%)

is an orientation. Then, by Proposition 8.4, there is an odd integer t such that tv

corresponds to a G-map/: LWTE -* SM®W for some IF C %. Clearly tv will still be

an orientation. But if (tv)x is to be a unit, then (ixf)H: ÇZWTEX)H -> <sM@w)H

must have odd degree. Hence, if px: 5,£ffiW -» X is the projection and p2: 5£ew -»

I,WTE is the quotient map, then pxXfp2: S£0W -> SM9W is the desired fibrewise

G-map.

Conversely, suppose given a fibrewise G-map/: SE@y/ -> SMew such that WE U

and deg fx is odd for each x EX. Then passage to Thorn complexes, followed by

projection, gives a G-map /: 1WTE -> sM®w. Clearly deg(ixf)H is also odd, so it

follows that/is an orientation.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 9.1. Clearly, the vanishing of M£ — M in

JOG(P(k); %)(2) implies the vanishing of MH£ - MH in JO(P(k)) for each H < G.

Thus it remains to prove the other half of Theorem 9.1. Since the proof is somewhat

technical, we describe the general strategy before giving the details.

First, to ensure that all subgroups of G act orientably, we replace M£ by A/£ © M,

which we shall denote by E, and M by M © M, which we shall denote by N. Now

observe that our hypotheses imply the existence of w^(?)(2)-orientations for EH in

dimension NH for each H < G. Using them, we will, in stages, construct an w^(?)(2)

orientation for E in dimension N. Then, using Lemma 9.2 and the equivariant Dold

theorem mod k [13,0.2], we will show that this implies the vanishing of E — N in
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JOG(P(k); %)(2). We do all this in the following four lemmas, each of which is a

consequence of its predecessor.

Lemma 9.3. For each H < G there exists an <«»#(?) (Hj2;i?L) orientation ¡iH for E in

dimension N.

Lemma 9.4. There is a unit uH E A(G, G&-)q(H,2;<s)i) such that if vH denotes

indGH(uHnH), then vH is an wg(?)9(//,2;<îl) orientation for E in dimension N.

Lemma 9.5. Let v = ®H<GvH, interpreted as an element of uG(TE)^2) using

Proposition 8.4. Then v is an uG(1)^2)-orientation for E in dimension N.

Lemma 9.6. There is an odd integer b and a fibre G-homotopy equivalence f:

(bSE) - (bSN).

Clearly Theorem 9.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.6.

The proofs of these lemmas will occupy the rest of this section.

Proof of 9.3. By hypothesis, we have an co^(?)(2) orientation fiH for EH in

dimension NH. Clearly ßH is also an wj^(?)?(//2;%) orientation. We can represent fiH

by an //-map /: 1"HTEH -» SN +a", where aH is some positive integer. Let NH he

the complementary //-module to NH in N and, for simplicity, let a denote the ideal

q(H, 2; %). Now consider the following sequence of A(G, %)a-module maps:

uNH"(TE»)a^H<{T(E" ® NH))a±a»(TE«)a '^(TE)a.

Observe that these maps are all isomorphisms and are compatible with restriction

to fibres. (The suspension map 2a" is evidently an isomorphism and i, and i2 are

because of Theorem 8.5.) Let ¡xH = i2xix?,N"(ßH). Since ßH restricts to an

A(H, %(//))a-module generator of u1^H(TEx)a for each x E P(k), fiH restricts to an

A(H, %(Z/))a-module generator of o¡^(TEx)a for each x E P(k). Thus ¡iH is an

w^(?)a orientation for E in dimension N.

Proof of 9.4. We begin by computing resfjind^di H). We remark that the double

coset formula [7,6.1.7] is valid for ^graded cohomology theories if the groups

involved are in IsoC^l). (See [28].) Consequently

res£ind£ =      2     'màHHng^HgCg.res^Hg-^H,

gHEG/H

where Cg. is the transfer associated to the G-map Cg: G/H D gHg'x -» G/g~xHg n H

given by Cg(a(H n g~xHg)) = ag(gHg~x n //).

Let uH be a unit in A(G, 6)i)a such that uHp.H can be represented by an //-map/:

*ZWTE ~* sw®N

(Note that IF can be taken to be a G-module by suspending /, if necessary, by the

complementary//-module to IF in the G-module generated by IF in Gli. We can also

arrange for NG(H) to act orientably on Sw by replacing IF by IF © IF.) By means

of the above double coset formula, we will show that deg(res% ind^( / ))x is odd for

each x G P(k). We can then deduce Lemma 9.4 from Lemma 9.2.

First we establish that, for the purpose of computing mapping degrees, we may

ignore all summands in the double coset formula which correspond to cosets gH

with g G NG(H).
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Lemma 9.7. Let K(g) denote gHg~x n H and let

<b =     2     ind"'K(g)gCg.res£(g)(/).

gH<£WH

Then deg <$ = 0 /or eac/i x G P(k).

Proof. We can represent the g"'AT(g)g-map Cg.Tes"(g)( f ) by a map

f:(H/g-xK(g)g)+A^TE^S^N.

Let t: Sk -» 5K A (///g-'A:(g)g)+ be the transfer map. Then ind^Kig)g(f) corre-

sponds to the //-map given by the following composite:

SyA2wTET^SvA (H/g-[K(g)g)+ A ^WTE^Sy9W9N.

Since gH G IF//, g"'AT(g)g is a proper subgroup of H. Thus H/g'xK(g)g has no

fixed points so <f>x must factor through an //-space with only one //-fixed point.

Consequently deg <j>x = 0 for each x E P(k).

Thus, for the purpose of computing deg(ind^( /))x, we may consider res^ ind^( / )

to be a sum over all distinct cosets nH E WH of //-maps of the form

2WTE -* 2WTE -» SwmN"-> cw<bn

Since we have arranged for all elements of NG(H) to act by degree 1 maps on

^w"teh and sn"<sw"^ h follows that deg(res%ind£(/))f =| WH\- deg// for

each x E P(k). Since this is an odd number, Lemma 9.4 follows from Lemma 9.2.

Proof of 9.5. Observe that coG( X)(2) is an A(G, %)(2)-module. Hence, by Proposi-

tion 8.4,

«g(*)(2)=      S      UG(X)qiH,2;<tl).
H£$(,p)

We consider what happens when X = TE. Let v be the sum of all the orientations vH

constructed in Lemma 9.4. Then v can be interpreted as an element of wG(TE)(2).

We will show that v is an orientation for E. Let ix: TEX -* TE he the inclusion.

Since the splitting of Proposition 8.4 is natural, it follows that i*(v) — 2//e<¡,(/))í*(í'//).

If we identify u>GTEx in the usual fashion with A(G, %), then each i*(vH) corre-

sponds to a unit in ^4(G, sà,)qiH,2;%y Consequently i*(v) will be a unit in A(G, %)(2).

Thus v is an toG(?)(2) orientation for E in dimension N.

Proof of 9.6. Let t be an odd integer chosen so that tv can be represented by a

G-map 1VTE -» SV9N where 7Cl Invoking Lemma 9.2, we see that this map

induces a fibrewise G-map

y: SE9y -* 5N®V

such that deg yx is odd for every x E P(k) and H < G. We will show that y satisfies

the hypotheses of the equivariant Dold theorem mod k [13,0.2] and will thus deduce

the existence of the desired fibre G-homotopy equivalence.

It is enough to show that if a is an element of A(G,6li) represented by yx:

SEx@l/ -* SN<By, then there exists ß E A(G, <&) such that aß = c- 1 in A(G, %),

where c is an odd number.
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Let <t>: A(G, %) -» Iï^g/^Z be the canonical injection. (See Lemma 8.1.) Con-

sider A(G, %) as a subring of WZ under <j>. Clearly (IIZ)(2) will be integral over

A(G, %)(2). Since a is a unit of WZ that lies in A(G, GÏL),Tl, its inverse, ß, also lies in

A(G, 9l)(2) [5,5.10]. Let c be an odd number such that cß lies in A(G, %). Then cß is

the desired ß. This completes the proof.

10. The proof of Theorem D. Throughout this section G will denote an arbitrary

finite group. Recall that, for H < G, H2 denotes the smallest normal subgroup of H

with 2-primary index and 3»(2) denotes the set {H < G \ WH is odd}.

The proof of Theorem D is similar to that of Theorem C. Again, we rely heavily

on the methods of McClure [21]. The main part of the proof is contained in the

following theorem, in which GlL(M) need not be excisive.

Theorem 10.1. Suppose given an w^(?)?(ÍÍ)2;%(M)) orientation for Mi in dimension

M for each H E 0(2). Then M£ - M vanishes in JOG(P(k); %(M))(2).

Proof. We proceed as in the previous section. Observe that our hypotheses are

equivalent to the conclusion of Lemma 9.3. With this input, the obvious generaliza-

tions of Lemmas 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6 to the case of finite groups follow, their proofs

being exactly the same. Then, as in the case of Theorem C, Theorem 10.1 is an

immediate consequence of Lemma 9.6.

Now suppose that GH(M) is an excisive universe (see Definition 8.9). Then Lemma

9.3 can also be generalized to the case of an arbitrary finite group.

Lemma 10.2. Suppose that %(M) is an excisive universe, that H E 0(2), and that

MHi£ - M"2 vanishes in JOH/H2(P(k); ^(M"2))^. Then there exists an

wff(?)fl(//,2;<îi(A/)) orientation for M£ in dimension M.

Theorem D is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3, Theorem 10.1, and the

preceding lemma.

We remark that the obstruction to generalizing this proof to all G-modules is the

failure of excision (Theorem 8.8) in this generality. If some other method for

constructing «^(?)i(//2;C?L(A/)) orientations for A/£ in dimension M for each H E 0(2)

were found, then Theorem D could be generalized accordingly.

11. The proof of Theorem F. Throughout this section G will denote a finite abelian

group. Here we will compute the G-field numbers for G-modules M. These results

follow easily from Theorem A and Becker's calculations [6] of the G-field numbers of

G-modules on which G acts freely.

Recall the decomposition of our G-module M as a sum of submodules M¡

described above the statement of Theorem F. With the notations of that theorem, we

deduce from [6,1.1] the existence of mm{a(kx(M)), ß(k2(M))} G-fields on each

S(M¡). Taking the joins of these G-fields will yield the same number on S(M). Thus

it suffices to show that this is an upper bound on the number of G-fields that may

occur on S(M). Equivalently, it is enough to show that the largest k for which

M£ - M = 0 in/0G(P(A:); %) (or JOG(P(k)) for that matter), is

min{a(kx(M)),ß(k2(M))} + l.
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We will first prove this for cyclic 2-groups, then prove it for all cyclic groups, and

finally reduce the general case to the cyclic case.

Lemma 11.1. Theorem F holds if G is a cyclic 2-group.

Proof. Observe that if G is a cyclic 2-group then G has no type II irreducibles.

Further, all the type I irreducibles must be of type R and all the type III irreducibles

must be of type C. Since all inequivalent G-modules with the same isotropy

subgroup are permuted in a single orbit by t//3 (Lemma 7.4), we can conclude that

kx(M) = wx(M) and that k2(M) — w2(M). The conclusion follows from Lemma 6.6

and the discussion preceding it.

We now treat the case in which G is an arbitrary cyclic group.

Lemma 11.2. Theorem F holds if G is a finite cyclic group.

Proof. Let 2" be the order of 22, the 2-Sylow subgroup of G. As before, let

0(2) = {H < G | [G: H] is odd}, and, given H G 0(2), let H2 denote the smallest

subgroup of H such that H/H2 is a 2-group. Observe that if M is a G-module, k

G-fields on S(M) will induce k H/H2-fields on S(MHl). We will use the preceding

lemma to show that

min   [H/H2-field number of A/"2} < min{a(kx(M)), ß(k2(M))},

thus completing the proof. We treat the case | G | even, the case | G | odd being

similar but simpler.

Observe that H G 0(2) if and only if 22 < H so that H = H2 ® 22. Further, there

are only two G-modules of type I, the trivial G-module R and L, on which

Z/2Z = G/A acts freely, where A is the unique subgroup of G with index 2. We

define some subsets of {Mx,.. .,Mr+s+l} below. Let

{M(0,l),...,M(0,a(H,0))} = [Mr+i\l =s i < s, H2 < Jt: and | G/J¡ | is odd},

{M(l,l),...,M(l,a(H, 1))} = {Mr+i\ 1 <z< s, H2 < Jl,, and the 2-Sylow

subgroup of G/J¿ is Z/2Z},

and, for 2 =£ m < n,

{M(m,l),...,M(m,a(H,m))} = {Mr+s+i\l ^ i < t, H2 <K¡, and the

2-Sylow subgroup G/K, is Z/2mZ}.

Let b(R) and b(L) denote the coefficients in M of R and L, respectively, and let

b(m, j) denote the number of irreducible summands in M(m, j). Then

n     a(H,m)

MH* = b(R)R®b(L)L®  2      2    M(m,i).
m = 0     i=l

Thus, if M"2 is thought of as an H/H2-module, then kx(M"2) is the greatest

common divisor of

{b(R),b(L),2b(m,i)\m = 0orl, 1 <i<a(H,m)}
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and k2(M) is the greatest common divisor of

{b(m,i)\2<m<n, 1 <i<a(H, m)}.

Further, if H, H' E 0(2) and H' < H, then

{M(m,l),...,M(m,a(H,m))} E {M(m,l),...,M(m, a(H', m))}

for each m. Thus, by considering chains of groups in 0(2), it is easy to see that there

must be some H E 0(2) such that kx(M"2) = kx(M). Consequently,

min a(kx(M"2)) = a(kx(M)).we*(2)  v   1V " v   lv     "

A similar argument shows that

min2) ß(k2(M"2)) = ß(k2(M)).

Hence

min   {min{a(kx(MH2)), ß(k2(M"2))}} = min{a(kx(M)), ß(k2(M))}.
//Gv{2)

This completes the proof.

We now turn to the general situation of arbitrary finite abelian groups.

Order the set of all subgroups of G having cyclic quotients by inclusion. (Note

that, since G may be assumed to be noncyclic, the identity group does not occur in

this set.) Let {Hx,.. .,Hm} be the minimal elements. Clearly the G-field number for

M can be no larger than the G///,-field number of MH>. Thus, the proof of Theorem

F will be complete once we show that

min (G///rfield number of MH>) < min{a(kx{M)), ß(k2(M))}.
i

This is easy to see once we have the correct terminology. Analogously to the proof

of Lemma 11.2, we let

{M(l,l),...,M(l,r(i))} = [Mj 11 «/< r, #, <L,},

{M(2,l),...,M(2,s(i))} = {M,+,|l </«/•,#, <./,.},

and

{M(3,l),...,M(3,i(0)} = {Mr+s+J\Kj<t,Hi<KJ}.

As before let b(i, j) be the number of irreducible submodules of M(i, j). Then it

is easy to see that

M"'=  2   2M(m,j).
m=\   j

Further, since the M(l, j)'s are still type I and so on, it follows that kx(MH<) and

k2(MHi) are the greatest common divisors, respectively, of

{b(l,l),...,b(l,r(i)),2b(2,l),...,2b(2,s(i))}

and

{b(3,l),...,b(3,t(i))}.
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We deduce from Lemma 11.2 that min{a(kx(MH')), ß(k2(MH'))} is the G///,-field

number for MH¡. Since Hx,...,Hm is a complete hst of minimal elements, every M

must occur as an M(m, j) for some //,. Thus,

min {a(kx(MH-))} = a(kx(M))    and    min {ß(k2(MH>))} = ß(k2(M)),
i i

so that

rrún{rnin{a(kx(MH')), ß(k2(MH'))}} = nún{a(kx(M)), ß(k2(M))}.
i

This completes the proof of Theorem F.

12. Construction of G-fields. In this section we explicitly construct G-fields on

S(M). Recall that a G-field v on S(M) can be interpreted as a G-map v: S(M) -»

S(M) such that v(x) J. x for each x G S(M). Such maps can easily be constructed

using Clifford algebras.

The standard Clifford algebra Ck can be thought of as the free Ä-algebra

generated by the elements e,,... ,ek subject to the relations e2 = 1 and e,-e- + e,e, = 0

if i ¥*j. Say that a G-module M has a QG-structure (or is a QG-module) if it is a

C^-module and the G-action commutes with the C^-action.

The proof of the following result is exactly the same as in the nonequivariant case.

See [15,11 (2.4)].

Proposition 12.1. A Cfi-module structure on M gives rise to n G-fields on S(M).

We now investigate which G-modules admit a C„G-structure. We begin by re-

calling some useful facts about Clifford algebras from [4].

Let F(t) denote the algebra of t X t matrices over F, where F is R, C or H. Then

each C„ is a sum of such matrix algebras, as indicated in the following table.

id

8</+ 1

Sd + 2

8¿+3

C„

R(24d)

C(24d)

H(24d)

H(24d) ® H(24d)

8J + 4

8</+5

8i/ + 6

%d + l

C„

H(24d+X)

C(24d+2)

R(24d+3)

R(24d+3) ® R(24d+3)

The algebra F(t) has a unique simple module of dimension t over F. It can be

thought of as the column vector space F' on which F(t) acts by left multiplication.

Further, Endf(r)(F') s F, and these endomorphisms correspond to scalar multipli-

cation on the right of F'.

We now consider the algebra of F(t) endomorphisms of ®XF'. We can identify

EndF(t)[(BkF'] with F(m) in the following manner. Let ¿7 denote the inclusion of the

jth factor of ®kF' and let ttj denote the projection onto they'th factor. Given an

endomorphism a of ®\F', let A G F(m) be the matrix whose (/, j)th entry is the

scalar corresponding to the F(t) map (ir{eu-): F' -* F'. Then a can be induced by

multiplying the row vector space (BkF' on the right by A ® I(t), the matrix tensor

product of A with I(t), the unit in F(t).
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Suppose now that M admits a C„G-structure. Then the G-action induces a group

homomorphism p: G -* Autc(M), and thus a map ¡5: G -> Endc(M). Since we have

computed EndCn(M) to be F(k) ® I(t) (or [F(a) ® /(/)] © [Fib) ® I(t)] if n = 3 or

7 (8)), p corresponds to a map p: G-> F(k) ® I(t). Observe that dim M =

t-k- dimÄ F (or t(a + b)dimR F if n = 3 or 7 (8)). Further, if G acts orthogonally

on M, then the image of p must be contained in the appropriate unitary group:

O(k) ® I(t), U(k) ® I(t) or Sp(k) ® I(t). Using the preceding table, we can

describe the group of orthogonal C„-automorphisms of C„-modules in the following

table:

Ctd 0(k)®l(24d)

Cid+X U(k)®I(24d)

Qd+2 Sp(k)®I(24d)

C$d+3 Sp(k) ® I(24d) or Sp(a) ® l(24d) ® Sp(b) ® I(24d)

C8,+4 Sp(k)®l(24d+X)

Qd+5 U(k)®l(24d+2)

Cid+6 O(k) ® I(24d+3)

Qd+7 O(k) ® I(24d+3) or 0(a) ® l(24d+3) ® 0(b) ® I(24d+3)

Using this table we can compute the largest n for which M admits a C„G-structure.

Observe that if the G-action on M is induced by a homomorphism from G to

O(m) ® I(t), then M is isomorphic to a i-fold direct sum of some submodule N. In

view of this, we say that a positive integer t divides M if M can be written as a /-fold

direct sum of some submodule. Let k be the largest power of 2 dividing M, so that

M = 2kN for some submodule N. Write N as a sum Nx © N2® N3, where Nx is of

type R, N2 of type C,and N3 of type H. Let kx, k2, and k3, respectively, be the

largest powers of 2 dividing Nx, N2, and N3. (We take k¡ = oo if N,■ = 0.) Note that

one of the &,'s must be zero or else k will not be maximal. Thus, using the preceding

table, and considering all possible values for the k¡'s, we can list in the following

table the largest n for which various G-modules M admit C„G-structures:

4d        4d+ I       4d + 2       4d + 3

kl =0

/vj = 1   or k1 > 2, /v2

kx>2, k2>l

Sd + 1 8d + 2 8d + 4 Sd + 8

8d + 2 8rf + 4 8d + 6 8d + 8

8c? + 4    Sd + 5       8d + 6       8d + 8
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